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Gunsight.

The T-34 sights have: ЩР, БР and ДТ.

ЩР = ShR > I believe it would be Shrapnel
Shell
БР = BR > AP
ДТ = DT > DT machinegun"
Soviet gunsight:

1. Dont use left scale SG = staraya granata
=old projectile,we dont have in game
F(fugasni)350 or Sh(Shrapnel)354T granat
2. Use only right scale DG = dalnaya
granata = long range projectile both for AP
(BR350A broneboyni) and HE = in fact
OF350M Oskolotschno-fugasnyi =
fragmentation/high-explosive
3. The smallest scale to the right is for MG
Principle of range finding is same as with
germans.On horizontal line you have mills
from 0=8=16=24=32
Example: you face PzkpfwIII front.Its
width is cca 3m in real
You put your gunsight on him and he fills the horizontal lines from 0 to lets say 4 (small line inbetween 0
and 8 mills)
simple math = 3m/4mills*1000= 750m distance from you to german tank

You can use same logic when facing Panzer from the side.You just have to know how long its hull is (cca
6m)

Pz.KpfW III L: Lenght=5.56; Width=2.95; Height=2.50. m
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The T-34 sights have: ЩР, БР and ДТ.

ЩР = ShR > I believe it would be Shrapnel Shell
БР = BR > AP
ДТ = DT > DT machinegun"
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PanzerIII
As you can see in the following pictures the sights consists of two main components even though they can look
completely different from tank to tank: The main sight (1) and the range scale (3). The targeting sight of the
37mm KwK L/46.5 of the PanzerIII F will be used as an example for the other German KwK's.
The distance scale with the description "Sprgr" (High Explosive Shell) does not yet have a function in the game.
You should always use the top of the triangle to aim. For a nonmoving target the main triangle will be used, for

a moving target use the side triangles. Let the target lie on the triangles - it is wrong to have the target inside
the triangle (it means you'll most likely shoot over the target).
The estimated distance can be put in via the range scale (default: PageUp and PageDown). When you adjust the
range you can see the range scale moving right or left and targeting triangles move up or down. If the indicator
is over 200 for example you adjusted a distance of 200m to the target. If you increase the range you'll see the
triangles moving down what means that the gun have been raised.
At the beginning the gun is calibrated for 0m. For a target 200m away it means that the shell will most likely hit
the dirt if you aim with the triangles. If you adjust the range to 200m the triangles will move into the right
position for a 200m shot. That means that you always can aim with the triangles without having to aim over or
below the target.
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2.3 Range calculations with tank sight
Estimation is one way and not he worst if you are used to it. But the german tank sights are providing all we
need to calculate the approximate range of a target.
The triangles stand for so called mils. One mil means 1 meter at 1000m distance.

If a tank seen from the side fits between the upper edge of the main triagle and the upper edge of one of the
neighboring small triangles it's "4 mils long". If a tank seen from the front fits into one of the small triangles it's
"2 mils wide".
A tank is about 6m long and 3m wide in average. These dates are not accurate because every type of tank has
it's own characteristics but it's good enough to calculate the approximate range.
Since we know that 1 mil means 1m at 1000m we can now calculate the range with the following simple
formula:
range = average real life size of the tank * 1000 / mils
Example:
A tank seen from the side is 4 mils long. It's real life size is 6m.
6 * 1000 = 6000
6000 / 4 = 1500
The tank is about 1500m away.
If the tank is standing slantwise you can't calculate with the lenth and width but it's working with the height. In
average an enemy tank is 2m to 3m high (the R35 about 2m, the others 2,5m or more).
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